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This work has two main contributions; First, the development of a general, exact and standardized Step
Voltage Regulator model considering all possible configurations and second, the proposal of a 4-Node
Test System for testing and evaluation of three-phase Step Voltage Regulator connections. Although
the 4-Node Test Feeder for testing three phase transformer configurations is already available in the
literature, there is not such model for the inclusion, testing and validation of Step Voltage Regulators
in a test feeder. With the work presented in this paper, a new test system will be available to evaluate
and benchmark programs or algorithms that attempt to include different configurations of Step
Voltage Regulators. The formulation is stated for all three phase Step Voltage Regulators; i.e. wye,
close-delta and open-delta connections, both type A and B regulators, in raise or lower positions. Then,
all these models are included in a 4-Node Test Feeder to obtain several power flow solutions. All obtained
results will be available for power flow software developers on-line.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Step Voltage Regulators (SVRs) have been employed in power
feeders for many decades [1–4]. Its modeling posses particular
importance in power flow studies of unbalanced distribution
networks [5–7] and is gaining even more importance in distribution
feeders with the proliferation of Distributed Generation (DG) [8];
several voltage control possibilities can be achieved by coordinating
the small generators and storage units installed near customers
and the well-known switched capacitors and step voltage
regulators [9]. As an example, the authors in [10] proposed a
coordinated control of energy storage systems with SVRs to
mitigate the voltage rise caused for high penetration levels of
photovoltaic systems. Similar applications can be found in [11] or
[12]; In both works the combination of SVRs, Static VAR
Compensators (SVC) and Shunt Capacitors (SC) are applied to
achieve voltage control in distribution feeders including DG. In
[13] the control schedules of SVRs are updated according to wind
power predictions to compensate voltage variations derived form
high penetration of wind power plants. Many other works related
to coordination of SVRs in distributed systems with DG can be
found in the literature [14–17]. In [14] a voltage estimation is used
to control over-voltages in residential networks with varying PV
penetrations. In [15] the authors coordinate the location of reactive
power injections from the PV inverters with transformer tap
positions in a distributed system as a way to constrain voltage
variations. In [16] an unbalanced power flow is used to obtain
the influence of SVRs and DGs penetrations in power losses and
voltage profiles. In [17] several voltage control techniques; On Load
Tap Changers (OLTC), SVR, SC, Shunt Reactor (ShR), and SVC are
optimally controlled in coordination with DG.

In [18] a robust, low-cost and high-efficiency voltage regulator
is designed for rural networks with serial voltage compensation. In
[19] the authors propose distributed voltage control for multiple
voltage regulation devices; on-load tap changers, step voltage
regulators and switched capacitors in the presence of PV. They
tested the scheme in a medium voltage feeder in California. In
[20] detailed models for open-delta connected SVR are presented.
The authors developed a bus admittance model suitable for
unbalanced power flow studies.

Regarding the optimization of tap positions, in [21] an
algorithm to set the positions of regulating transformers is
proposed. The algorithm is valid for unbalanced and distributed
systems. In [22], the authors propose a linear power flow
formulation to optimally configure a distribution system using,
among other control variables, the tap positions in voltage
regulators. In [23], also the tap positions of transformers are
included as optimization variables.
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Directly related to SVR modeling, we can find the work in [24],
in which there is a brief description of a SVR model to be included
in an unbalanced power flow formulation based on the current
injection method. In [25] the authors are capable of designing
dynamic SVRs, but they considered a single phase model. From
their point of view, this model can be used into a 3 phase system
taking into account that each phase works separately, so they do
not considered closed delta or open delta configurations. In
[26,27] Kersting addressed the modeling of some SVR configurations
to study some of their applications. Those works cover the
distribution system modeling in abc reference frame, the SVR
control mechanism by estimating R and X line settings and other
applications of SVRs in distribution systems.

Looking at this literature review we can conclude that SVR
modeling and testing are of great importance for distribution
systems and power flow studies, and are expected to be even more
present with the proliferation of DG. However, we have found that,
although there are many extensive works dealing with SVR
inclusion in power flow studies, there is not any work presenting
general models and results for all possible configurations. This
work might be also used as a benchmark for other researchers.

Reviewing the IEEE test feeders [28] of the IEEE PES Distribution
System Analysis Subcommittee’s Distribution Test Feeder Working
Group, we will find a set of common data for testing and validation
of Distribution System Analysis software. More specifically, the
4-Node Test Feeder offers a set of comparison results to deal with
transformers of various configurations [29].

In this paper, the IEEE 4-Node Test System in [28] will be
modified; The transformer is removed to introduce SVRs instead.
We propose the general model for SVR and the 4-Node Test Feeder
with SVR, both of them will be available for designers and power
flow developers as a test system with detailed SVR modeling and
results.

The paper is structured as follows: First, a general matrix
formulation will be stated for all possible configurations: 2
grounded-wye connections (type A and B regulators), 2 close-
delta connections (type A and B) and 6 open-delta connections
depending on the selection of phases (3 cases for type A and 3
other cases for type B). The regulators can be at raise or at lower
positions. All these SVR configurations defined a 4-Node Test
Feeder that has been formulated in ab0 frame, following the
procedure of [30], but adapted for SVRs. Then, the power flow
formulation is presented for balanced and unbalanced loading at
different tap positions. Finally, the problem is solved with the
Backward Forward Sweep (BFS) algorithm of [31] to obtain the
results for all possible configurations. Due to the high extension
of results that were obtained, only some examples are included
in this paper. The rest of results will be available on line
(see Supplementary material).

2. SVR modeling

2.1. Single phase Step Voltage Regulator

A model for an ideal single phase regulator can be derived from
[27]. If the series impedance is to be also considered, then, that
ideal model needs to be modified: In Fig. 1 the single phase
configurations are displayed. P stands for primary (or source side)
and S stands for secondary (load side). For the sake of simplicity, as
it will be justified later, the series impedance is concentrated at the
secondary side for type A configurations and at the primary side for
type B configurations. The relationships between voltages and
currents for the ideal SVR are summarized in Table 1, where N1

and N2 are the number of turns of the shunt and series windings
respectively. aR is the effective turns ratio and is defined in a
different way depending on the type of regulator, as it is shown
in the table. From Fig. 1 it can be deducted that P = P0 for type A
and S = S0 for type B regulators.

The relationship between primary and secondary voltages for
type A, single phase regulators can then be written as follows:

VP0 ¼ VS0
1
aR

ð1Þ
VP0 ¼ VP ð2Þ
VS0 ¼ VS þ Z IS ð3Þ
replacing (2) and (3) into (1) and taking VP apart, it is obtained:

VP ¼ 1
aR

VS þ 1
aR

Z IS ð4Þ

For type A regulators, the primary and secondary currents can be
related by:

IP ¼ aR IS ð5Þ
The corresponding equations for type B, single phase regulators,

with impedance on the primary side are stated as:

VP0 ¼ VS0 aR ð6Þ
VS0 ¼ VS ð7Þ
VP ¼ ZIP þ VP0 ð8Þ
replacing (6) and (7) into (8) it is deducted that:

VP ¼ aRVS þ ZIP ð9Þ
And finally, primary and secondary currents for type B regulators
can be related in:

IP ¼ 1
aR

IS ð10Þ

Single phase Eqs. (4), (5) for type A regulators and (9), (10) for type
B regulators are the baseline for the definition of the three phase
configurations.

2.2. Three phase connections

Three phase configurations to be considered are wye, close delta
and open delta. In following subsections, upper cases letters will be
used for primary (or source) side and lower case letters will
represent secondary (or load) side. In the present work, type A
regulators have been chosen for three phase connections. However,
the same procedure can be extended to type B regulators. For the
power flow calculations, the mathematical model in [30] and a
BFS algorithm are going to be used. The formulation is valid for
any transformer connection, and the algorithm in ab0 frame solves
the problems of some transformer connections including three
wire configurations (D and ungrounded wye) in abc frame;
especially YgD connection. The problems are solved by means of
the zero components of voltages and currents that in ab0 frame
are always available [30].

There are three general equations that represent all three phase
connections:

½V�Pab0 ¼ NIIab0 ½V�Sab0 þ ZNIab0 ½I�PSab0 ð11Þ
½0� ¼ �½I�Pab0 þ NIVab0 ½I�PSab0 ð12Þ
½0� ¼ ½I�Sab0 þ NIIIab0 ½I�PSab0 ð13Þ
The sub-index ab0 are used in the expressions because all the
elements in brackets are three phase ab0 components (voltages or
currents). The super-indexes P and S stand for primary and
secondary respectively. The super-index PS stands for primary or
secondary, depending on the transformer connection. Eqs. (11)–(13)



Fig. 1. SVR: Single Phase connections. N Raise position. j Lower position.

Table 1
Equations for ideal single phase SVRs.

Type Operator � aR VP0
VS0

IP
IS

Lower Raise

A � + 1� N2
N1

1
aR

aR

B + � aR 1
aR
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comprise an exact model for three phase transformers, so they can
be directly included in the power flow solver. The matrices
NIab0 ;NIIab0 ;NIIIab0 and NIVab0 are different for each transformer
connection. Any transformer connection is defined by these four
matrices and the phase impedance Z. These equations can be also
used to model SVRs as it will be demonstrated.

The meaning of superscript PS will change with the type of reg-
ulator. If (11) is compared to (4) and (9), it seems as in the SVR
case, it will be easy to consider that PS stands for secondary in type
A regulators and for primary in type B regulators. This fact will be
proven for each transformer connection. Z is the transformer impe-
dance, that is suppose to be the same for all the phases.

In the present work, the matrices NIab0 ; NIIab0 ; NIIIab0 and NIVab0

will be defined to include any type of SVR configuration in the
power flow solution. The equations are firstly described in abc
frame, so those matrices are obtained in abc frame and
transformed into ab0 frame using the transformation matrix A in
(14).

A ¼
ffiffiffi
2
3

r 1 0 1ffiffi
2

p

� 1
2

ffiffi
3

p
2

1ffiffi
2

p

� 1
2 �

ffiffi
3

p
2

1ffiffi
2

p

0
BB@

1
CCA ð14Þ
2.2.1. Wye-connected regulators
Three phase wye-connected regulators are depicted in Fig. 2a

(type A) and Fig. 2b (type B). The winding polarities are shown
for both raise and lower positions. The equations that relate
primary and secondary phase to neutral voltages are similar to
those for the single phase (4), but extended to the three phase
wye connection:
VA

VB

VC

2
64

3
75 ¼

1
aRa

0 0

0 1
aRb

0

0 0 1
aRc

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Va

Vb

Vc

2
64

3
75þ � � �

þ � � � Z

1
aRa

0 0

0 1
aRb

0

0 0 1
aRc

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð15Þ

This equation can be expressed in matrix form:

½V�Pabc ¼ NIIabc ½V�Sabc þ ZNIabc ½I�Sabc ð16Þ
where

NIabc ¼ NIIabc ¼

1
aRa

0 0

0 1
aRb

0

0 0 1
aRc

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ð17Þ

Translating Eq. (16) into ab0 frame, the resulting equation is:

A½V�Pab0 ¼ NIIabcA½V�Sab0 þ ZNIabcA½I�Sab0 ð18Þ

and taking ½V�Pab0 apart, the following equation applies:

½V�Pab0 ¼ NIIab0 ½V�Sab0 þ ZNIab0 ½I�Sab0 ð19Þ
where two of the four generalized matrices are defined:

NIab0 ¼ A�1NIabcA ð20Þ
NIIab0 ¼ A�1NIIabcA ð21Þ



Fig. 2. SVR: Three Phase connections. N Raise position. j Lower position.
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Eq. (19) is already of the same form as (11), proving that ½I�PSab0 are
secondary currents for wye type A configurations. For the case of
type B regulators primary currents would be needed instead.

To derive the relationships between primary and secondary
currents, from (5) the resulting three phase equation is:

IA
IB
IC

2
64

3
75 ¼

aRa 0 0
0 aRb 0
0 0 aRc

0
B@

1
CA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð22Þ

Rewriting this equation in matrix form:

½I�Pabc ¼ NIVabc
½I�Sabc ð23Þ

where

NIVabc
¼

aRa 0 0
0 aRb 0
0 0 aRc

0
B@

1
CA ð24Þ

Translating this equation into ab0 frame and taking all terms to the
right, Eq. (25) applies:

½0� ¼ �½I�Pab0 þ NIVab0 ½I�Sab0 ð25Þ

Eq. (25) can be now identified with (12), being ½I�PSab0 equal to ½I�Sab0 in
this case. From (25) another generalized matrix in ab0 frame can be
derived as:

NIVab0 ¼ A�1NIVabc
A ð26Þ

To obtain the last generalized matrix NIIIab0 , an equation similar
to (13) has to be written. First, it can be assured that Eq. (27)
applies:

½0� ¼ ½I�Sabc � ½I�Sabc ð27Þ
Then, introducing matrix NIIIabc in (28)
NIIIabc ¼ �
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
B@

1
CA ð28Þ

Eq. (27) becomes:

½0� ¼ ½I�Sabc þ NIIIabc ½I�Sabc ð29Þ
Translating into ab0 frame the resulting expression is:

½0� ¼ ½I�Sab0 þ NIIIab0 ½I�Sab0 ð30Þ

where

NIIIab0 ¼ A�1NIIIabcA ð31Þ

Considering in this case that ½I�PSab0 are secondary currents, (30) is
of the same form as (13), so the model is feasible to be introduced
into the power flow formulation of [30].

The four Eqs. (20), (21), (26) and (31) demonstrate that for a
generic matrix in abc frame, Nabc , the corresponding matrix in
ab0 frame, Nab0, can be computed as:

Nab0 ¼ A�1NabcA ð32Þ
The fourmatricesNIabc ; NIIabc ; NIIIabc andNIVabc

are presented in Table 4
for this connection and also for subsequent connections. Idð3�3Þ
stands for the identity matrix with dimensions ð3� 3Þ. Because all
matrices are defined in terms of effective turns ratio instead of
number of turns, they are valid for both raise and lower positions.

2.2.2. Close delta-connected regulators
Three single phase regulators can be connected in close-delta

configurations as shown in Fig. 2c (type A) and 2d (type B). Both
lower and raise positions give different polarities in the windings,
as it is also depicted. For close-delta connections line to line
voltages have to be considered. The relationship between primary
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and secondary phase-to-phase voltages in type A close-delta case,
is given by (refer to 2c):

VAB þ VBb0 þ Vb0a0 þ Va0A ¼ 0 ð33Þ
So secondary voltage Va0b0 can be written as:

Va0b0 ¼ VAB þ VBb0 þ Va0A ð34Þ
The voltages VAB and Va0A are related by the effective turns ratio for
the regulator connected between phases A and B [27]. The same
assumption can be made for voltages VBC and Vb0B. If the shunt
winding has a number of turns N1, the series winding has a number
of turns N2 and the raise position is taken in consideration then:

VAB

Va0A
¼ N1

N2
ð35Þ

VBC

Vb0B
¼ N1

N2
ð36Þ

If VBb0 and Va0A are replaced into (34) by their relations to VAB and
VBC using (35) and (36) it is deducted that:

Va0b0 ¼ VAB 1þ N2

N1

� �
þ VBC �N2

N1

� �
ð37Þ

If the positions of the reversing switches of all regulators are in
raise, this equation can be rewritten in terms of the effective turns
ratios (see Table 1); i.e. aRab (for the regulator between phases A and
B) and aRbc (for the regulator between phases B and C):

Va0b0 ¼ aRab VAB þ ð1� aRbc ÞVBC ð38Þ
If the same procedure is followed for obtaining the voltages Vb0c0 and
Vc0a0 , the resulting three phase equation is:

Va0b0

Vb0c0

Vc0a0

2
64

3
75 ¼

aRab 1� aRbc 0
0 aRbc 1� aRca

1� aRab 0 aRca

0
B@

1
CA

VAB

VBC

VCA

2
64

3
75 ð39Þ

With a similar reasoning for lower positions in the regulators, the
same expression would be derived, so regardless of whether the
regulators are raising or lowering the voltages, the same Eq. (39)
applies. If the matrix of Eq. (39) is renamed as ARV (it is a
non-singular matrix and has inverse) the primary voltages are
obtained as:

½V�S0abc ¼ ARV ½V�Pabc ð40Þ
As it was explained in the previous subsection, being the regulators
of type A, the impedances must be considered into the secondary
side. Then, the matrix equation that includes the drop across those
impedances is given by:

Va0a

Vb0b

Vc0c

2
64

3
75 ¼ Z

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð41Þ

The phase to phase voltages in the secondary side are then
computed as:

Va0b0

Vb0c0

Vc0a0

2
64

3
75 ¼

Vab

Vbc

Vca

2
64

3
75þ

1 �1 0
0 1 �1
�1 0 1

0
B@

1
CA

Va0a

Vb0b

Vc0c

2
64

3
75 ð42Þ

The matrices of Eq. (42) will be labeled as TDY. It is a singular matrix.
Substituting Eq. (41) into (42) and writing it into matrix form:

½V�S0abc ¼ ½V�Sabc þ ZTDY ½I�Sabc ð43Þ
Merging Eqs. (40) and (43) and taking primary voltages apart, the
resulting equation is:
½V�Pabc ¼ A�1
RV
½V�Sabc þ A�1

RV
ZTDY½I�Sabc ð44Þ

Eq. (44) might be written in the same form of (11). A comparison
between both equations reveals:

NIabc ¼ A�1
RV

TDY ð45Þ
NIIabc ¼ A�1

RV
ð46Þ

To derive the relationships between primary and secondary
currents, if current references are taken as they are shown in
Fig. 2c, it can be assured that:

IA ¼ IA0 þ IAC ð47Þ
IA0 ¼ Ia þ IAB ð48Þ
Again, the relationship between currents through shunt and series
windings can be computed in terms of the turns ratio:

IAC
Ic

¼ �N2

N1
ð49Þ

IAB
Ia

¼ N2

N1
ð50Þ

Merging Eqs. (47)–(50) into one equation it can be said that:

IA ¼ Ia 1þ N2

N1

� �
þ Ic �N2

N1

� �
ð51Þ

Because the regulators are in raise position, Eq. (51) can be written
as (see Table 1):

IA ¼ aRab Ia þ ð1� aRca ÞIc ð52Þ
In a similar manner, the primary currents IB and IC can be also
expressed in terms of secondary currents and effective turns ratios.
The generalized matrix equation that relates primary and secondary
currents is finally given by:

IA
IB
IC

2
64

3
75 ¼

aRab 0 1� aRca
1� aRab aRbc 0

0 1� aRbc 0

0
B@

1
CA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð53Þ

Labeling the matrix of (53) as ARI , the Eq. (53) becomes:

½I�Pabc ¼ ARI ½I�Sabc ð54Þ
Eq. (54) is written in the same form as (12) so matrix NIVabc

is
already known:

NIVabc
¼ ARI ð55Þ

In this case, Eq. (29) also applies, so matrix NIIIabc is the same as in
(28).

The four matrices NIabc ; NIIabc ; NIIIabc and NIVabc
are included in

Table 4 for both close delta connections (type A and B). All these
matrices are defined again in terms of turns ratios, so they are
the same for both raise and lower positions.

2.2.3. Open-Delta connections
Two single phase regulators can be connected giving rise to a

three phase configuration. This is an open-Delta connection.
Because there are two regulators to be connected between three
phases, there are three different connections (or cases). In this
work, the notation case a, case b and case c is going to be used.
All configurations are depicted in Fig. 2e for type A regulators
and in Fig. 2f for type B regulators. As in previous connections,
the impedances are considered in the primary side for type B and
in the secondary side for type A regulators.

In Fig. 2e and f, characters P1; P2; P3; P
0
1; P

0
2 and P0

3 are used in
the primary side and s1; s2; s3; s01; s

0
2 and s03 denote secondary side.

The schemes are general for all open delta configurations; the
meaning of each character in both figures depends on the



Table 2
Terminals notation for Open Delta connections.

Case a Case b Case c
Regulators ab & ca bc & ab ca & bc

Type A B A B A B

P1 P2 P3 A B C A B C B C A B C A C A B C A B
P0
1 P0

2 P0
3 – A0 B0 C0 – B0 C0 A0 – C0 A0 B0

s1 s2 s3 a b c a b c b c a b0 c0 a0 c a b c0 a0 b0

s01 s02 s03 a0 b0 c0 – b0 c0 a0 – c0 a0 b0 –
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considered case, as it is detailed in Table 2. For instance, in case b
the two regulators are connected between phases bc and ab. As
before, upper case letters are employed for the terminals at
primary side and lower case letters are used for secondary side.
The meaning of each character P1; P2 and P3 are B; C and A
respectively for both types of regulators; P0

1; P
0
2 and P0

3 mean
B0; C0 and A0 for type B regulators and has no meaning for type A
because those points do not exist in open delta connected type A
regulators (see Fig. 2e).

In this section, the open-delta connection, case a with type A
regulators has been chosen as the case to explain the open-delta
general model. The regulators are supposed to be in raise position.
The matrices needed for the power flow problem are going to be
deducted for this specific case, but with the general notation of
Fig. 2e and f and Table 2. The same reasoning may be applied to
any other open-delta configuration.

First, it has to be noted for the studied configuration that phase
A in the primary and phase a in the secondary are directly
connected, so it can be written A ¼ a0. From Fig. 2e the voltages
through the first regulator are related by:

Va0b0 ¼ VAb0 ¼ VAB þ VBb0 ð56Þ
Being N1 the turns number for the shunt winding and N2 the turns
number for the series winding (in the regulator connected to phases
ab), the voltages VAB and VBb0 can be related:

VBb0

VAB
¼ N2

N1
ð57Þ

Merging (56) and (57) into one equation it is obtained:

Va0b0 ¼ VAB þ VAB
N2

N1
¼ VAB 1þ N2

N1

� �
ð58Þ

Being the type A regulators in raise position and according to
Table 1, the equation becomes:

Va0b0 ¼ aRab VAB ð59Þ
For voltage Vc0a0 the same procedure can be followed to obtain these
expressions:

Vc0a0 ¼ Vc0C þ VCA ð60Þ
Vc0C

VCA
¼ N2

N1
ð61Þ

Vc0a0 ¼ VCA
N2

N1
þ VCA ð62Þ

Vc0a0 ¼ VCA 1þ N2

N1

� �
ð63Þ

Vc0a0 ¼ aRca VCA ð64Þ
In matrix form, primary voltages as a function of secondary

voltages are now obtained from the combination of (59) and (64)
and taking into account that for three phase-three wire
configurations the primary voltages have to satisfy
VAB þ VBC þ VCA ¼ 0.
VAB

VBC

VCA

2
64

3
75 ¼

1
aRab

0 0

� 1
aRab

0 � 1
aRca

0 0 1
aRca

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Va0b0

Vb0c0

Vc0a0

2
64

3
75 ð65Þ

The number of turns have been replaced by the effective turns
ratios of the regulators, as it was done before.

If the same reasoning is carried out for lower positions, the
matrix of (65) is also obtained. If this matrix is called ARv2 , the
equation can be written in compact form as:

½V�Pabc ¼ ARv2 ½V�S
0

abc ð66Þ
For the studied connection, the drops across the secondary side
impedances are given as:

Va0a

Vb0a

Vc0c

2
64

3
75 ¼ Z

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
B@

1
CA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð67Þ

There is no voltage drop due to current Ia because of the regulators
connection (from Fig. 2e it easily deducted that A ¼ a ¼ a0).

Eq. (42) must be also satisfied in this case, so the secondary
voltages can be deducted merging Eqs. (42) and (67):

Va0b0

Vb0c0

Vc0a0

2
64

3
75 ¼

Vab

Vbc

Vca

2
64

3
75þ ZTDY

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
B@

1
CA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð68Þ

Substituting (68) into (65), and writing the new equation in
compact form, it is obtained:

½V�Pabc ¼ ARv2 ½V�Sabc þ ZARv2TDYa½I�Sabc ð69Þ
where

TDYa ¼
0 �1 0
0 1 �1
0 0 1

0
B@

1
CA ð70Þ

Matrix TDYa in (70) is the same matrix as TDY in (43) in which the
first column was replaced by zeros. For open-delta configurations
case b and case c, the matrices TDYb and TDYc would be obtained.
In the former, the second column in TDY has been replaced by zeros
and in the latter the third column in TDY is changed by zeros.

To derive the relationship between primary and secondary
currents in Fig. 2e, the depicted current references as well as the
corresponding phases related in Table 2 are needed. From the
figure it can be said:

IB ¼ Ib þ IBA ð71Þ
IC ¼ Ic þ ICA ð72Þ
If for both regulators the numbers of turns are N1 and N2 for the
shunt and series wingdings respectively and the raise position is
considered, then it can be assured that:
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IBA
Ib

¼ N2

N1
ð73Þ

ICA
Ic

¼ N2

N1
ð74Þ

Merging the last four equations, and writing them in terms of turns
relations, it is obtained that:

IB ¼ Ib 1þ N2

N1

� �
¼ aRab Ib ð75Þ

IC ¼ Ic 1þ N2

N1

� �
¼ aRca Ic ð76Þ

Merging (75) and (76) and taking into account that for a three phase
three wire connection the equation IA þ IB þ IC ¼ 0 must be
satisfied, a matrix equation is obtained:

IA
IB
IC

2
64

3
75 ¼

0 �aRab �aRca
0 aRab 0
0 0 aRca

0
B@

1
CA

Ia
Ib
Ic

2
64

3
75 ð77Þ

Being the matrix in Eq. (77) named as ARI2 , this equation if of the
same form as (12):

½I�Pabc ¼ ARI2 ½I�Sabc ð78Þ

Then, matrix NIVabc
can be obtained:

NIVabc
¼ ARI2 ð79Þ

In this case, Eq. (29) also applies, so matrix NIIIabc is the same matrix
as in (28).

Matrices NIabc ; NIIabc ; NIIIabc and NIVabc
are included in Table 4 for

all open delta configurations (cases a; b and c, type A and B
regulators). They are defined in terms of effective turns ratios, so
they are the same for both raise and lower positions. To obtain
the corresponding ab0 frame matrices, the same transformation
that was used for previous connections may be applicable (32).

With the generalized matrices detailed in Table 4, the SVR
models are prepared for the power flow solver. All the
configurations in the table were simulated in the 4-Node Test
Feeder, as it will be explained later.
2.3. Comparison to previous works

There are several related works in the literature that present
similar SVR models, however, none of them includes all possible
configurations. In Table 3 a comparison to the models described
in previous works is summarized. It can be seen how the type B
regulators are usually considered due to the fact they are mainly
installed in the distribution systems. With our work we aim to
include not only the most common configurations, but all of them;
We describe and propose a general model that will allow the
inclusion any SVR configuration in a power flow analysis. Besides,
a 4-Node Test Feeder with SVR is provided.
Table 3
Comparison to previous modeling works.

Refs. Connection Type Frame

[9] OD not specified abc
[11] YY B abc
[16] YY B abc
[20] OD, case b B abc
[26] YY B abc
[27] YY, DD; OD, case b B abc

Present work All A and B abc/ab0
3. 4-Node Test Feeder including SVRs

To introduce SVRs in the 4-Node Test Feeder [28], the
transformer was replaced by a SVR. The power flow problem to
be solved is the one in which the transformer matrices
NI; NII; NIII and NIV are taken from Table 4 for each specific SVR
configuration. The matrices in this table are defined in abc frame,
so they need to be translated into ab0 frame by means of Eq. (32).

Several configurations were solved for defining a benchmark
of results. The effective turns ratios for the different regulators
were taken considering that most of the SVRs have a reversing
switch enabling �10% regulator range in 32 steps (16 in raise
and 16 in lower positions). That means a change of 0.625 per unit
per step. With these numbers, the effective turns ratio in
terms of number of turns might be replaced by expression [27,
Chapter 7]:

aR ¼ 1� 0:00625 Tap ð80Þ
where Tap has a value between 0 and 16, depending on the tap
position and the operator � has to be taken from Table 1. The model
has been defined in such a way that for wye and close-delta
configurations three single phase regulators are connected together.
That means the taps of each regulator can change separately. This
implies different values for the effective turns ratio per phase.
Nevertheless, three phase regulators (in which the taps in all
windings change the same) might be also modeled by choosing
the same values of aR in the three phases. For open delta
connections only single phase regulators are used, so the values
for the different turns ratio aR can be equal or not.

The resulting 4-Node Test Feeder including a SVR is depicted in
Fig. 3. The SVR is always connected between nodes 2 and 3, node 1
works as an infinite or slack bus and the load is connected at node
4. Line configurations and load types were chosen from the
conventional test feeder [28]. In this case, because the transformer
has been replaced by a SVR the rated voltage is the same in primary
and secondary sides of the regulator. This value has been chosen as
12.47 kV that is one of the rated voltages at load side in the original
test feeder.

The used algorithm is an unbalanced BFS solver [27] in which
linear equations were defined in matrix form including all system
KVL and KCL equations:

MzT ¼ 0 ð81Þ
The vector z contains all complex, three phase system voltages and
currents as follows:

z ¼ I12 I23 I34 ILoad4
IG1 V1 V2 V3 V4

� �
ab0 ð82Þ

where I12 and I34 are the line currents depicted in Fig. 3, IG1 are the
currents from the infinite bus (the only generator), ILoad4 are the load
currents and I23 are the SVR primary or secondary currents
depending on its configuration. The structure of M is shown in (83).

where the matrices C and CT are the modified node incidence
matrices in which the SVR matrices NI; NII; NIII and NIV are included
at the corresponding positions where a SVR is connected. This is the
same procedure that the one for transformers described in [30].

The load will add the following non-linear equations:

Pabc ¼ real AVab0 � conj AILab0
� �� � ð84Þ

Q abc ¼ imag AVab0 � conj AILab0
� �� � ð85Þ

where the operator � is the Hadamard (element-wise) product.



Table 4
Matrices for all SVR configurations.

Where D stands for Delta Y for wye and OD for Open Delta.

Fig. 3. 4 Node Test Feeder system.
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To test the different configurations for the regulators in lower
and raise positions, both types of loads; capacitive and inductive
were considered. In all studied cases the algorithm has shown good
convergence.

Due to the extension of this paper and the lack of space that
would be necessary to properly describe and present all cases, this
manuscript presents some examples. Additional results will be
available on-line (see Supplementary material).

4. Basic data

The data for describing loads, lines and SVR were chosen similar
to those described in the 4-Node Test Feeder with transformers
[28] but with some modifications needed to replace the trans-
former by a SVR.

4.1. Step Voltage Regulators

The SVR configurations used in this work were taken from
[27, chapter 7]. Depending on the way that the single-phase
regulators are connected, the resulting configurations are different.
In wye and close delta there are 3 regulators, but in case of open
delta there are only 2 regulators. In open delta, 3 different
connections (cases a, b and c) are defined: In case a, the regulators
are connected to phases ab and ca, in case b to phases ab and ca
and finally, in case c to phases ab and ca. There is only a
four-wire configuration: wye-grounded connection; Close delta
and open delta are three-wire. That means the lines connected to a
wye-grounded SVR have to be four-wire and in the other four cases
they have to be three-wire configured.

The 3-phase SVR has rated values as follows: Power of 6000
kVA; voltage 12.47 kV; R = 1% and X = 6%.

4.2. Loads

A 3-phase load is connected to node 4. Depending on the SVR
connection and the line configuration between nodes 3 and 4,



Table 5
Loads.

Balanced Unbalanced

Phase 1 P (kW) 1800 1275
Power factor 0.9 lag/lead 0.85 lag/lead

Phase 2 P (kW) 1800 1800
Power factor 0.9 lag/lead 0.9 lag/lead

Phase 3 P (kW) 1800 2375
Power factor 0.9 lag/lead 0.95 lag/lead
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the load is wye-grounded or delta type. Loads are given in terms of
constant active and reactive power (PQ). Different loading
scenarios were considered trying to achieve different positions in
taps (raise and lower positions). The loads are defined in Table 5.
For each balanced or unbalanced loading scenario two possibilities
are considered: lag and lead power factor. In the table, there is no
reference to phases a, b and c as the nomenclature phase 1, 2 and 3
is employed instead. This is because the spot loads are not always
connected to a given phase: For 3-wire nodes loads are connected
line-to-line and for 4-wire nodes the loads are connected between
a phase and the neutral conductor.

4.3. Lines

The lines were chosen to be exactly the same configurations and
lengths as in the 4-Node Test Feeder.

The line model is the exact segment model described in
[27, chapter 6]. The matrices derived from Carson’s equations
and Kron’s reduction are always of dimensions 3� 3 and are
available in the web site [28] for both three-wire and four-wire
configurations.
5. Study cases

The cases have been selected in such a way that each SVR
configuration (type A and type B regulators) has been tested under
several conditions: Balanced and unbalanced, inductive (lag power
factor) and capacitive (lead power factor) loading and two different
cases: Before and after optimization. The optimization has to do
with tap positions; Each regulator has 32 taps; The neutral position
is in the middle, there are 16 taps for raise positions and other 16
taps for lower positions. Before and after optimization refer to the
comparison between two different scenarios: The first one with the
SVR in the neutral position, and the second scenario with
Table 6
Type A regulators. Inductive balanced loading. Before Optimization.

YgYg DD
Taps [0 0 0] [0 0 0]

Node 2 V1 7125\� 0:3� 12360\29:7�

V2 7145\� 120:4� 12370\� 120:4�

V3 7136\119:6� 12346\149:6�

Node 3 V1 6842\� 3:4� 11870\26:7�

V2 6863\� 123:4� 11882\� 93:4�

V3 6854\116:6� 11857\146:6�

Node 4 V1 6752\� 3:8� 11737\26:3�

V2 6798\� 123:9� 11764\� 94:0�

V3 6778\116:0� 11709\146:0�

Line 12 Ia 296:2\� 29:7� 295:2\� 29:7�

Ib 294:2\� 149:7� 295:2\� 149:7�

Ic 295:1\90:2� 295:2\90:3�

Line 34 Ia 296:2\� 29:7� 295:2\� 29:7�

Ib 294:2\� 149:7� 295:2\� 149:7�

Ic 295:1\90:2� 295:2\90:3�

Where V1;V2 and V3 are phase to neutral voltages in wye connections and phase to gro
regulation to achieve the minimum value in voltage magnitude
for the whole grid, without violating the voltage constraint.

The load can be inductive or capacitive, so the taps will need to
be sometimes in raise and other times in lower positions. The
different combinations between connections, regulator types and
loading scenarios, as well as the cases before/after optimization
have given rise to 80 different cases.

For wye and close delta connections there are 3 taps per
regulator, that can be changed independently, but in case of open
delta there are only 2 tap changers per regulator, that means one
less grade of freedom for optimization.

For the voltage constraint, 0.95 per unit was selected as the
minimum voltage. That means 11847 V phase-to-phase or 6840 V
phase-to-neutral. There was no need of fixing a maximum value,
because the optimization aims to find the minimum voltage profile
that satisfies the constraint, so the maximum value is never
reached.

Because the system is radial, the furthest node from the slack is
node 4. As a result, it happened for all inductive loading scenarios
that the minimum voltage magnitudes are obtained at that node,
so if the minimum voltage constraint is satisfied at this node it will
be satisfied at all nodes. Then, it is expected that the optimization
algorithm searches for a power flow solution that meets the
minimum voltage profile per phase (0.95 pu) at node 4 in inductive
cases. For capacitive loading cases the voltage profile changes
because node 4 does not always present the minimum voltage
per phase in the network.

6. Results

The results to the 80 cases are available on line (16 tables in
total; see Supplementary material). They have been organized in
tables. Two examples of them are included in here: Tables 6 and
7. They include three phase voltages in nodes 2, 3 and 4 and three
phase currents in lines 1 (from node 1 to 2) and line 2 (from node 3
to 4). The currents are line currents in phases a, b and c while
the voltages are line-to-line voltages for 3-wire nodes and
line-to-neutral voltages for 4-wire nodes. Each single current or
voltage is represented by its magnitude in Amps or Volts and its
phase in degrees. The columns correspond to the different
connections: YgYg ; DD and OD stand for wye grounded, close delta
and open delta respectively. All the results in a table correspond to
the same loading scenario (in this case balanced and inductive
loading case) and the same optimization stage (before and after
optimization in these two tables).
OD case a OD case b OD case c
[0 — 0] [0 0 —] [— 0 0]

12364\29:7� 12365\29:7� 12362\29:7�

12375\� 90:4� 12376\� 90:4� 12373\� 90:4�

12351\149:6� 12353\149:6� 12349\149:6�

12364\29:7� 11951\28:8� 11891\26:7�

12125\� 93:0� 12194\� 89:8� 11950\� 91:2�

11749\149:4� 12330\148:6� 12296\147:5�

12231\29:3� 11821\28:4� 11762\26:3�

12012\� 93:5� 12077\� 90:3� 11832\� 91:8�

11601\148:9� 12187\148:0� 12150\147:0�

290:3\� 27:6� 288:1\� 27:1� 290:9\� 28:7�

289:8\� 147:7� 288:0\� 147:1� 290:7\� 148:7�

290:0\92:4� 288:0\92:9� 290:8\91:4�

290:3\� 27:6� 288:1\� 27:1� 290:9\� 28:7�

289:8\� 147:7� 288:0\� 147:1� 290:7\� 148:7�

290:0\92:4� 288:0\92:9� 290:8\91:4�

und voltages in the others.



Table 7
Type A regulators. Inductive balanced loading. After Optimization

YgYg DD OD case a OD case b OD case c
Taps [2 1 2] [2 1 2] [-5 — 4] [1 �3 —] [— 1 2]

Node 2 V1 7125\� 0:3� 12360\29:7� 12365\29:7� 12363\29:7� 12362\29:7�

V2 7145\� 120:3� 12371\� 90:4� 12377\� 90:4� 12377\� 90:4� 12373\� 90:4�

V3 7136\119:6� 12346\149:6� 12347\149:6� 12354\149:6� 12349\149:6�

Node 3 V1 6936\� 3:3� 12075\27:1� 11979\29:7� 12025\28:8� 12015\26:4�

V2 6910\� 123:3� 12046\� 92:7� 12070\� 90:2� 11965\� 89:8� 12031\� 91:2�

V3 6947\116:7� 12098\147:3� 12040\149:4� 12253\149:8� 12450\147:6�

Node 4 V1 6847\� 3:7� 11944\26:7� 11847\29:3� 11895\28:4� 11887\26:0�

V2 6845\� 123:8� 11930\� 93:2� 11953\� 90:7� 11848\� 90:3� 11914\� 91:7�

V3 6873\116:1� 11952\146:8� 11894\148:9� 12107\149:2� 12305\147:0�

Line 12 Ia 295:8\� 29:6� 295:5\� 29:7� 290:6\� 29:5� 291:7\� 26:7� 289:8\� 28:8�

Ib 294:0\� 149:7� 293:7\� 149:7� 282:1\� 146:7� 288:1\� 148:0� 291:3\� 148:7�

Ic 294:6\90:3� 294:6\90:6� 298:4\93:3� 284:5\93:3� 290:6\91:0�

Line 34 Ia 292:1\� 29:6� 290:1\� 29:1� 291:1\� 29:7� 289:9\� 26:7� 288:0\� 28:8�

Ib 292:2\� 149:7� 290:1\� 149:1� 291:2\� 146:7� 289:9\� 146:7� 287:7\� 148:7�

Ic 291:0\90:3� 290:1\90:9� 291:1\93:3� 289:9\93:3� 288:0\91:3�

Where V1;V2 and V3 are phase to neutral voltages in wye connections and phase to ground voltages in the others.
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For each connection, a vector named Taps is included in the
tables, at second row. It represents the tap positions for the
different regulators. As it can be seen, this vector includes 3 values
for wye and close delta connections (1 regulator per phase) and 2
values for open delta configurations (2 regulators for three phases).
For open delta cases there is always an empty position in Taps, that
corresponds to the phase in which there is no regulator. As an
example, consider case a: The 2 regulators are connected between
phases a/b and c/a (first and third positions), so the corresponding
vector Taps is of the form ½0� 0�. Between phases b/c (second
position) there is no regulator, so the corresponding position at
vector Taps is empty. The same reasoning applies to open delta
cases b and c. A zero in Taps means neutral position. A positive
value corresponds to a raise position, varying form 1 to 16, and a
negative value is obtained for lower positions, varying from �1
to �16.

Looking at the tables, several analysis can be done. First,
comparing the voltage profiles for this specific case before and
after optimization: Before optimizing, in YgYg case the voltage level
at node 4 is violating the voltage constraint in the 3 phases (less
than 6840 V), but after optimization the constraint is not violated
in any phase. The minimum voltage is obtained at node 4, phase
b 6845 V (0.951 pu). A similar reasoning can be applied to connections
DD and open D; it can be observed that in all cases the voltage
constraint is fulfilled (11847 V for three wire connections).

Then, in balanced loading cases, with wye and close delta
connections, the tap positions are quiet similar among different
phases but not exactly the same because of the unbalanced nature
of lines. In contrast, open delta connections give rise to great
differences among taps because the SVR itself is not symmetric
(two regulators for three phases), so even for a balanced loading
scenario one regulator can be at raise position while the other
can be at lower position.

Finally, for unbalanced loading cases it can be seen that the SVR,
not only improves the voltage in magnitude but also leads to a
more balanced scenario.

7. Conclusion

This work provides for the theoretical background, the model
description and the diagrams needed for the inclusion of Step
Voltage Regulators into a general, there phase and unbalanced
power flow problem. The general model for three phase Step
Voltage Regulators has been included in a 4 Node Test Feeder
and solved by means of an unbalanced Backward-Forward Sweep
solver. The obtained results are presented as a benchmark. The
main contribution of this work is, besides the guidelines for the
SVR model development, the proposal of a new 4-Node Test
System for testing and evaluation of three-phase SVRs connections.
The authors would like to encourage software developers to test
their software using the model and data presented in this work.
All results are available on-line (see Supplementary material).
Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijepes.2017.06.
027.
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